Philadelphia CC's ultra modern clubhouse and Olympic pool, opened last summer, may well set a trend in country club architecture. The $1.5 million project commands a view of the Schuylkill Valley and has separate recreation areas for each member of the family. Philadelphia CC is the third oldest organized club in U. S. and was second to receive a PGA charter.
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tion of any recent golf feature. Snead, Demaret and other visiting pros said the Japanese girls were about as good as the best caddies they’d had and better than most.

The 75 girl caddies employed during the tournament were selected from the club's 250 girl caddies after all the girls had gone through a training course. Three girls were with each 2-man team of pros, the third girl carrying a small bag of soil and fertilizer, which was used for immediately repairing divots, and a flat stick on a bamboo handle which was used instead of a rake for smoothing traps.

The girls wore attractive uniforms of red jackets, blue slacks, blue caps and white tennis shoes. The name of the player for whom the girl was caddying appeared on the front of the caddie's jacket and the player's country on the back of the jacket. This label of the player on his caddie's shirt or jacket is a practice Corcoran introduced at a Palm Beach Round Robin tournament.

The caddies, who were small and sturdy, between 18 and 21, were remark-
ably erect, graceful and fast in carrying the heavy bags. When shagging practice balls the caddies would pick up the balls and clean them immediately before placing them in the shag bag.

Regulation caddie pay at KCC is about 56 cents for 18 holes. Tipping is prohibited under normal circumstances. Most of the International championship players, however, tipped the girls. The caddies, in numerous instances, gave their players little gifts at the end of the tournament. Several pros got head covers their caddies had knitted.

PGA Quarter-Century Tourney
Carded for Week of Feb. 10

Fifth annual tournament of the PGA Quarter-Century club will be held at Dunedin, Fla., the week of Feb. 10, according to John Inglis, who has been running the event since its inception. Al Warrous, winner of the competition in 1957, is expected to be back to defend his championship. Other past title winners include Jules Blanton, Harry Cooper and Louis Chiapetta. Professional Golf Co. of Chattanooga, Tenn. has sponsored the Quarter-Century for the last three years.